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ABSTRACT
This study uses content analysis to explore how players provide
quality assurance (QA) feedback of games in progress. It identifies
both the most commonly reported bugs and the bug types that
caused the most positive and negative experiences. In doing so, it
seeks to build stronger connections between QA and UX research.
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INTRODUCTION

There are conceptual and procedural divisions between quality assurance (QA) testing and playtesting in games. While playtesting,
a closer analogue of general user experience (UX) research, usually
involves players/users, QA testing is primarily the work of internal, specialized testing teams [13]. Yet QA issues have a significant
impact on UX [10], suggesting the need to build connections between these two areas. This study ties these testing areas together
by examining player feedback tickets from an open development
game.
Open development games are publicly released during the development process in order to gather player feedback and iterate
on design. These games provide valuable data on how users can
engage in technology development. Elsewhere, I have argued that
open development projects show how we can design prolonged UX
research projects as an engaging experience [2].
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Notably, open developers have also debated the role of players
in QA testing. Some developers argued categorically that players
should not be used for QA testing [12], and others argued that
players are ineffective at finding bugs [15]. Still, many developers
implicitly supported using players as QA testers by recommending
centralized locations for bug reporting [7] or acknowledging how
bugs affect players’ experiences [3].
This study responds to the debate by arguing that rhetorical
discourse methods offer insight into how game bugs affect player
experience. As such, this study contributes to technical communication’s ongoing work to use rhetorical discourse analysis to analyze
UX practice [11] and video game play and development [4, 5].
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METHODS

This study used a data set of 300,000 player feedback tickets for Subnautica, a scuba diving, exploration game. The tickets were created
through an in-game widget where players submitted textual feedback and reported their emotional state (very unhappy, unhappy,
happy, very happy). In a previous study, I analyzed a sample of
3,250 feedback tickets to trace broader UX topics and found that
the majority (63.3%) were focused on QA topics [1]. These 2,296 QA
player feedback statements were the sample for the current study.
This study sought to answer two research questions: 1) What
types of bugs did Subnautica players frequently report? and 2) What
types of bugs most negatively affected players’ experiences?
This study used conventional content analysis [6] to identify the
types of bugs that players reported with the initial coding categories
drawn from existing game bug taxonomies [8, 9]. This first coding
system was developed further during an initial coding pass. The
final coding system can be seen in Table 1 below.
To analyze the results, overall frequencies of each bug type were
calculated. Then the frequency distribution of players’ positive
and negative emotions was calculated for each bug type. These
distributions were analyzed using a chi-squared test to determine
if bug categories showed non-random variation in the reporting of
emotions. Results with a p value of <.05 were considered significant.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The full range of bug types identified in the sample, as well as the
frequency of each type is shown in Table 1 below.
Two bug types dominated QA player feedback: game object
bugs and visual defects. Since Subnautica is an exploration/survival
game where players commonly craft new items, these two types of
errors were probably apparent during regular gameplay. However,
the prevalence of level design reports also suggested that some
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Table 1: Code Descriptions and Frequency
Name

Description

Frequency

Game
Object

Errors when interacting with in- 718
game objects (e.g., unbreakable
coral)

Visual

Graphics errors (e.g., rendering)

Level
Design

Defects with the environment (e.g., 180
holes in the map)

Physics

Illogical physics simulation (e.g., 150
flying submarine)

User
Interface

User interface errors (e.g, missing
menu)

Player
Character

Player character status errors (e.g., 139
sudden health loss)

Performance Game optimization defects (e.g., lag)
Stability

501

150

124

Defects in core functions (e.g., 121
crashes)

Artificial
Intelligence

Illogical non-player characters
actions (e.g., poor pathfinding)

112

Audio

Sound errors (e.g., wrong noises)

70

players actively tested the game. For example, one player used the
QA concept of verifying a bug when reporting a map hole: "Can
replicate issue by being in hatch then deconstructing."
On average, players submitting QA tickets were significantly less
happy (38.2% reported being happy) than those submitting non-QA
tickets (73% happy). This finding supports industry advice on the
importance of polish before a game is distributed to a broad open
development community [14].
However, players did not respond to all types of bugs identically.
There were significant trends related to 1) entertaining bugs, 2)
stability and performance, and 3) core game interactions.
First, players reported being happier than expected when submitting physics (49% happy, p=.009) and visual (44% happy, p=.007)
bugs. Notably many players who were very happy when reporting
these bugs described them as humorous. For example, "LOL textures
EVERYWHERE are goofed."
Conversely, players responded very negatively to stability errors
like crashes (20% happy, p=.00003). These bugs are often described
as critical errors in QA literature since they are a full disruption of
gameplay [8]. Yet players had a more positive response to disruption
caused by performance errors (54% happy, p=.0003). This was the
only bug category where the majority of players reported being
happy. Players did not necessarily enjoy lag, but they were willing to
accept it as part of an otherwise positive experience. In fact, players
frequently reported performance bugs in tickets that otherwise

praised the game: "Getting some stuttering while swimming. Pretty
good game! :D."
Game object bugs also had more negative tickets than average
(33% happy, p=.0002). In unhappy game object bug reports, the
objects were often related to core game interactions (e.g., "I can’t
access the fabricator. Now I’mma die") or the errors were unrecoverable (e.g., "my Seamoth disappeared"). Hence, these game object
bugs could be seen as more critical to positive player experience.
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CONCLUSION

This study largely confirmed tacit knowledge from open development and QA testing while providing additional empirical evidence
linking QA and UX. Bugs negatively affect player experience, and
critical bugs related to core functions create even worse experiences.
The study also offers new insight into how players find and react to
bugs: most players seem to operate from a play rather than testing
mindset, even when they submit QA feedback. Because of this, their
most common types of feedback align with readily-apparent errors.
On the other hand, this mindset also meant that players were more
likely to forgive errors that were entertaining. Ultimately, these
findings support the idea that players can contribute to QA testing
even if they cannot fully replace professional QA teams.
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